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Eﬀect of illness expression and liability on
familial associations of clinical and
subclinical psychosis phenotypes
Lataster T, Verweij K, Viechtbauer W, GROUP. Eﬀect of illness
expression and liability on familial associations of clinical and
subclinical psychosis phenotypes.
Objective: Given the familial inﬂuences on schizophrenia, it may be
hypothesized that speciﬁc symptom domains also cluster within
families, and that this applies to both clinical and subclinical levels of
expression. This hypothesis was put to the test in a group of patients
with a DSM-IV diagnosis of psychotic disorder together with their
unaﬀected siblings, and a group of healthy sib-pairs.
Method: Subclinical positive, negative and depressive symptoms in
relatives and healthy controls were assessed with the Community
Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE). Positive and negative
schizotypy in relatives and controls was measured with the Structured
Interview for Schizotypy–Revised. Multilevel linear regression analyses
were conducted to investigate clustering of symptom dimensions within
patient–relative sib-pairs (N = 811 pairs), healthy sib-pairs of aﬀected
families (N = 136 pairs) and healthy control sib-pairs (N = 58 pairs).
Results: Familial clustering of symptoms was found in all three groups.
Eﬀect sizes were largest in healthy control sib-pairs, smallest in patient–
relative sib-pairs and intermediate in healthy sib-pairs of aﬀected
families.
Conclusion: Studies of sibling associations in genetic studies of
psychometric expression of psychosis liability need to take into account
the fact that the higher levels of background genetic risk and presence
of diagnosed illness are inversely associated with sibling associations.
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Signiﬁcant outcomes

• The results suggest that heritability and familial clustering is decreased in the presence of disease
expression and underlying disease liability.

• Disease- and liability-related eﬀects play an important role when investigating familial associations
between diﬀerent symptom dimensions in aﬀected families.

• Molecular genetic studies using sibling discordance as outcome should control for the presence of
disease and disease liability.

Limitations

• Selection bias towards inclusion of those healthy siblings in aﬀected families with the lowest
(or highest) level of expression of schizotypy may have occurred.

• Some siblings of schizophrenia patients could have used a defensive method of answering, which may
have lowered associations in healthy sib-pairs of aﬀected families.
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Introduction

Aims of the study

The diagnosis of schizophrenia clusters within families (1), and ﬁrst-degree relatives of patients show
an increased prevalence of schizotypal personality
disorder (2, 3). Familial clustering at the level of
diagnostic constructs (4) has been followed up by
ﬁner grained analyses examining familial continuity
between subclinical dimensions of schizotypy and
clinical dimensions of psychotic disorder (5, 6).
These studies, analysing associations between
symptom dimensions or clinical diagnosis in
patients, and corresponding schizotypal traits in
ﬁrst-degree relatives, generally have yielded small
to moderate familial associations (6–8).
However, this type of patient–relative association may be diﬃcult to interpret, as it may be
attenuated by disease-speciﬁc environmental (e.g.
medication use in patients) or genetic (e.g. risk
genes that are present in the patient, but not in the
unaﬀected relative) factors (9). It is therefore
important to additionally investigate and compare
cross-sibling (subclinical) psychopathological associations in i) healthy unaﬀected sib-pairs who have
a further sibling with a diagnosis of psychotic disorder and ii) sib-pairs from families without an
aﬀected ﬁrst-degree relative. Although several psychopathological dimensions have been investigated
across schizotypy and psychotic disorder phenotypes (10–14), the positive and negative symptom
dimensions are the domains that are most consistently replicated across latent variable approaches.
We are aware of only a single study investigating
cross-sibling associations of symptom dimensions
in patients and their healthy relatives and comparing these familial associations to those found in
healthy control sib-pairs. The authors report that
familial associations for negative symptoms were
greater in healthy control sib-pairs than in pairs
consisting of a schizophrenia patient and his unaffected sibling (15). These ﬁndings suggest that negative symptoms may represent only a weak
indicator of genetic risk for the disorder and/or
that cross-sibling associations may be confounded
by disease-speciﬁc environmental factors like antipsychotic medication use in the patients.
In the current study, an attempt was made to
control for possible disease-related confounding
and the focus was on the arguably more homogenous symptom dimensions rather than the heterogeneous schizophrenia disease construct. To this
end, three diﬀerent groups were investigated with
both self-report and interview-based questionnaires, collected as part of a large multisite study
on Genetic Risk and Outcome in Psychosis
(GROUP).

To investigate familial clustering of the positive,
negative and depressive symptom dimensions in
three groups: i) patients with psychotic disorder
and their healthy siblings, ii) healthy sib-pairs Of
Aﬀected Families (hereafter, “healthy sib-pairs
OAF”) and iii) healthy control sib-pairs. It was
hypothesized that familial clustering would be
strongest in healthy control sib-pairs and healthy
sib-pairs of aﬀected families, as these groups suffer the least illness-related confounding.

Material and methods
Sample

Data were derived from the baseline measures of
an ongoing longitudinal study [Genetic Risk and
Outcome in Psychosis (GROUP)] in Europe.
Patients were recruited from clinics/clinician referrals in selected representative geographical areas in
the Netherlands and in Belgium. Persons identiﬁed
as potentially eligible were given detailed explanation of the study procedures and were asked
informed consent for detailed assessment and for
contacting their ﬁrst-degree family members
(brothers, sisters, parents). Healthy controls were
selected through a system of random mailings to
addresses in the catchment areas of the patients
(16).
The full GROUP sample (data release 2.0)
consisted of 1100 patients, 1057 healthy siblings
of these patients, 919 parents of these patients,
19 parents of patients who were also diagnosed
with psychotic disorder, 562 healthy controls
and 27 parents of these healthy controls. The
current analyses included the i) patients with
psychotic disorder and their healthy siblings
(hereafter: patient sib-pairs), ii) healthy sib-pairs
OAF (two healthy brother(s) and/or sister(s) of
the patients included in the study) and iii)
healthy control sib-pairs.
Patients were included in the GROUP sample
if they had a diagnosis of psychotic disorder in
the schizophrenia spectrum (DSM-IV-TR code
295.x) or other psychotic disorder (DSM-IV-TR
code 297/298). Another inclusion criterion, for
patients, siblings and controls was good command of the Dutch language. Diagnosis in the
three groups was based on DSM-IV-TR (17) criteria assessed with the Comprehensive Assessment of Symptoms and History interview (18) or
Schedules for Clinical Assessment for Neuropsychiatry version 2.1 (19).
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Ethical issues

Familial clustering of the CAPE in patient–relative sib-pairs

The standing Ethical Review Board approved
the study protocol. After full verbal and written
information about the study, written informed
consent was obtained from all participants
before the start of the ﬁrst assessment. Conﬁdentiality of data was maintained using a unique
research ID for each respondent, which enables
identiﬁcation of individuals without the use of
names or other identiﬁers.

Multilevel linear regression analyses were conducted to test the association between CAPE positive, negative and depressive subscale scores in the
patients (hereafter CAPEpos_pat, CAPEneg_pat
and CAPEdep_pat respectively), and CAPE subscale scores in the healthy siblings of these patients
(variable names: CAPEpos_sib, CAPEneg_sib,
CAPEdep_sib). Within-symptom dimension associations were tested in three diﬀerent models:
CAPEpos_sib = B0 + B1 CAPEpos_pat + Error;
CAPEneg_sib = B0 + B1 CAPEneg_pat + Error;
CAPEdep_sib = B0 + B1 CAPEdep_pat + Error.
In addition, cross-symptom dimension associations were tested, such as CAPEpos_sib
= B0 + B1 CAPEneg_pat + Error and CAPEpos_sib = B0 + B1 CAPEdep_pat + Error. All
analyses in patient–relative sib-pairs were a priori
controlled for gender, age, education level, ethnicity, illness duration in the patient and clustering at
the family level. Only families who contributed at
least one patient and one sibling were used for
these analyses. To avoid duplication of redundant
data, a single patient was chosen at random from
families with multiple patients.

Assessment of (sub)-clinical psychotic experiences in the whole
sample

Self-reported (subclinical) psychotic experiences
in the aﬀective and non-aﬀective domains were
assessed with the previously validated Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences (CAPE)
(20, 21) (http://www.cape42.homestead.com/).
The CAPE is based on the Peters et al. Delusions Inventory (22), modiﬁed to also include
hallucinatory experiences. For the current analyses, mean scores on frequency of positive, negative and depressive symptoms were used
(allowing a maximum of 30% missing values per
subscale).
Interview-based scores on positive and negative subclinical psychotic symptoms were measured in the non-patients with the Structured
Interview for Schizotypy–Revised (SIS-R) (23).
A mean score on the following items was entered
in the analyses as ‘positive schizotypy’ (30%
maximum partially missing data allowed): referential thinking (‘being watched’ and ‘remarks’),
suspiciousness, magical ideation, illusions, psychotic phenomena and derealization/depersonalization. A ‘negative schizotypy’ variable was
calculated by taking the mean score on the items
social
isolation,
introversion,
sensitivity,
restricted aﬀect, disturbances in associative and
goal-directed thinking, poverty of speech and
eccentric behaviour (with a maximum of 30%
missing data, conform previous analyses in this
sample: (24)).
Analyses

Multilevel linear regression analyses using the
XTREG command in STATA 11.2 (25) (taking clustering at the family level into account) were conducted to test the diﬀerence in mean scores on the
CAPE and SIS-R subscales in the three groups of
patient–relative sib-pairs, healthy sib-pairs OAF
and healthy control sib-pairs.
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Familial clustering of the CAPE and SIS-R in healthy sib-pairs OAF
and healthy control sib-pairs

Linear regression analyses were conducted in
healthy sib-pairs OAF and healthy control sibpairs to test the between-sibling associations on
the diﬀerent subscales of the CAPE and SIS-R
(regression model: CAPE/SIS-Rsubscale_proband = B0 + B1 CAPE/SIS-R subscale_co-sibling + Error). Only families that contributed at
least two unaﬀected siblings of patients with a
non-aﬀective psychotic disorder were used. To
avoid duplication of redundant data, a single
sibling pair was chosen at random from families
with more than two siblings. Assignment of siblings as proband and co-sibling was also at random. Data for these analyses were in the wide
format with one observation per family (i.e.
CAPE/SIS-R scores in the proband and co-sibling presented on the same row in the dataset),
and were therefore analysed with the
REGRESS command without controlling for
clustering at the family level. Again, both
within- and cross-symptom dimension associations were tested, a priori controlled for gender,
age, education level and ethnicity in the co-sibling. The same approach was used for healthy
control sib-pairs.

Familial associations of psychosis phenotypes
Within-subject associations on subscales of the CAPE and SIS-R
in siblings and controls

In addition to familial associations, within-subject
associations were tested in healthy siblings of
aﬀected families and in healthy control sib-pairs
across diﬀerent symptom dimensions in separate
multilevel linear regression models taking the
family level of clustering into account (e.g. CAPE/
SIS-Rpos_sib1 = B0 + B1 CAPE/SIS-Rneg_sib1
+ Error).
Results
Descriptives

The total GROUP sample (release 2.0) comprised
491 healthy control families who contributed a
total of 562 healthy control participants, and 1066
aﬀected families who contributed 1100 patients
with a non-aﬀective psychotic disorder, and 1057
healthy siblings of these patients. Aﬀected families
contributed a single patient (209 families, 209 subjects), a single sibling (6 families, 6 subjects),
a patient and a sibling (643 families, 1286 subjects),
2 patients (23 families, 46 subjects), 1 patient and 2
siblings (132 families, 396 subjects), 2 patients and
1 sibling (6 families, 18 subjects), 3 patients (2 families, 6 subjects), 1 patient and 3 siblings (30 families, 120 subjects), 2 patients and 2 siblings (5
families, 20 subjects), 3 patients and 1 sibling (1
family, 4 subjects), 1 patient and 4 siblings (8 families, 40 subjects) and 1 patient and 5 siblings (1
family, 6 subjects). Control families contributed a
single healthy control participant (425 families,
425 subjects), a control sib-pair (61 families, 122
subjects) and a control sib-trio (5 families, 15
subjects).
Subsamples for familial analyses

For the patient–sib-pair analyses, the following
families and participants were excluded: i) families
contributing a single patient (209 families, 209 subjects), ii) families contributing two patients but no
siblings (23 families, 46 subjects), iii) contributing
three patients but no siblings (2 families, 6 subjects) and iv) families contributing a single sibling
(6 families, 6 subjects). Furthermore, for those
families contributing more than one patient, one
patient was randomly selected for the analyses (13
patients were randomly excluded). All participants
who had missing data on either one of the dependent, independent or confounding variables were
also excluded for these analyses, leaving a total of

811 pairs, contributing 641 patients and 811
healthy siblings of these patients.
For the analyses of healthy sib-pairs OAF, only
those families contributing at least two healthy siblings OAF were included, and again participants
with missing data on the relevant variables were
excluded, leaving data of 272 healthy sibs OAF for
the analyses (136 pairs). For the analyses of
healthy control sib-pairs, after similar selection as
in the healthy sib-pairs OAF, data of 116 healthy
control sibs (58 healthy control sib-pairs)
remained.
Descriptive statistics for the diﬀerent analyses
are depicted in Table 1, and the mean scores on
dependent and independent variables in Table 2.
Patients and relatives diﬀered signiﬁcantly on all
three dimensions of the CAPE. In the comparison
between relatives and controls, a signiﬁcant diﬀerence was apparent for the negative schizotypy subscale of the SIS-R (Table 2).
Familial clustering of the CAPE in patient–relative sib-pairs

The multilevel linear regression analyses testing the
CAPE within-symptom dimension association
across patients and their healthy siblings revealed
small but signiﬁcant associations (Table 3, diagonal cells). Similarly, small but signiﬁcant familial
associations were found in the CAPE cross-symptom dimension analyses (Table 3).
Familial clustering of the CAPE and SIS-R in healthy sib-pairs OAF
and healthy control sib-pairs

In healthy sib-pairs OAF, signiﬁcant within-symptom associations were apparent for the positive,
and negative dimension of the CAPE and for the
positive schizotypy subscale of the SIS-R (left side
of Table 4, between-person eﬀect sizes). Crosssymptom associations were signiﬁcant only for
CAPE positive symptoms in sib 1 and CAPE negative symptoms in sib 2; and for CAPE negative
symptoms in sib 1 and CAPE depressive symptoms
in sib 2 (left side of Table 4). Eﬀect sizes were in
the low range for these analyses.
In healthy control sib-pairs, all within-symptom
dimension associations for CAPE and SIS-R were
signiﬁcant (right side of Table 4, between-person
eﬀect sizes). Signiﬁcant cross-symptom associations were found for CAPE and SIS-R, with the
exception of the association between the positive
symptom dimension of the CAPE in sib 1 and the
negative symptom dimension of the CAPE in sib 2
(right side of Table 4). Eﬀect sizes for these analyses were in the moderate range.
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Table 1. Demographic and clinical characteristics
Patients (N = 641)
Age (years)
Gender
Ethnicity
Caucasian
Other
Missing
Education level
(highest degree)
No education
Primary school
Secondary school
High school
Vocational education
University
Unknown
Average IQ
Cannabis-abuse
/dependence
DSM-IV diagnosis
Schizophrenia
Other psychotic disorder
Bipolar disorder
Depression
Schizotypal personality
disorder
Other non-psychotic
disorder
Postponed diagnosis
No diagnosis
Number of psychotic
episodes
Illness duration
in years

Siblings (N = 811)†

Siblings (N = 272)‡

Controls (N = 116)

M = 27.5 (SD = 7.5),
range 15–57
Male: 490, Female: 151

M = 28.1 (SD = 8.5),
range 14–60
Male: 372, Female: 439

M = 28.3 (SD = 8.3),
range 15–60
Male: 117, Female: 155

M = 27.6 (SD = 9.6),
range 16–56
Male: 44, Female: 72

523
116
2

685
125
1

244
28
–

106
10
–

4
75
207
168
162
25
–
M = 96.4 (SD = 15.1),
range 70–146
N = 273 (42.6%)

1
55
166
158
329
98
4
M = 103.4 (SD = 15.4),
range 70–144
N = 111 (13.7%)

1
12
42
55
121
40
1
M = 105.7 (SD = 15.3),
range 70–140
N = 36 (13.2%)

–
1
23
35
51
6
–
M = 110.7 (SD = 13.3),
range 84–144
11 (9.5%)

443
195
3
–
–

–
–
5
86
1

–
–
1
32
1

–
–
–
9

–

13

3

1

–
–
M = 1.8 (SD = 1.2), range 1–8

2
704

1
234

–
106

M = 4.6 (SD = 4.1), range .02–41.1

†Siblings for the patient–sib analyses.
‡Siblings for the sib–sib analyses (only those families where a minimum of two healthy sibs participated were included for these analyses).

Mean (SD)
CAPE positive symptoms
Patients
0.70 (0.51)
Relatives
0.20 (0.20)
Controls
0.19 (0.18)
CAPE negative symptoms
Patients
1.06 (0.55)
Relatives
0.55 (0.38)
Controls
0.48 (0.33)
CAPE depressive symptoms
Patients
1.04 (0.59)
Relatives
0.63 (0.40)
Controls
0.55 (0.34)
SIS-R positive schizotypy
Relatives
0.39 (0.41)
Controls
0.46 (0.44)
SIS-R negative schizotypy
Relatives
0.28 (0.26)
Controls
0.34 (0.26)

Patients vs. controls
P-value*

Relatives vs. controls
P-value*

Patients vs. relatives
P-value*

0.000

0.760

0.000

0.000

0.158

0.000

0.000

0.056

0.000

–

0.127

–

–

0.019

–

*P-values corresponding to the multilevel linear regression analyses testing the difference in mean scores on the different subscales of the CAPE (Community Assessment of Psychic Experiences) and SIS-R (Structured Interview for Schizotypy-Revised) between the three groups, while controlling for age, gender, education, ethnicity and clustering at the
family level.
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Table 2. Comparison of means for the three groups
on CAPE and SIS-R subscales in patients (N = 641),
healthy siblings of affected families (N = 811) and
controls (N = 116)

Familial associations of psychosis phenotypes
Table 3. Patient–sib analyses
CAPE patients N = 811 pairs, N = 811 healthy siblings OAF, N = 641
patients
After controlling for confounders in the patients: gender, ethnicity, education, illness duration and age
CAPE siblings
Positive symptoms
Negative symptoms
Depressive symptoms

Positive symptoms b

Negative symptoms b

Depressive symptoms b

0.12**
0.12**
0.10**

0.13***
0.16***
0.12**

0.14***
0.16***
0.10**

b, standardized regression coefficient representing the magnitude of the association between the different subscale scores of the CAPE (Community Assessment of Psychic
Experiences).
**P < 0.01.
***P < 0.001.

Within-subject associations on subscales of the CAPE and SIS-R
in siblings and controls

All within-subject associations were signiﬁcant,
with eﬀect sizes in the moderate range [also shown
in Table 4 under ‘b (w)’].
A series of multilevel linear regression analyses
aimed at testing whether the familial associations
were signiﬁcantly smaller in the patient–relative
sib-pairs compared with the healthy control
sib-pairs showed signiﬁcantly larger withinsymptom-dimension familial associations in the
healthy control sib-pair group relative to the
patient–relative sib-pair group (left side of
Table 5). The linear regression analyses testing
whether the familial associations were signiﬁcantly
smaller in healthy sib-pairs OAF compared with
healthy control sib-pairs showed no signiﬁcant
diﬀerences (right side of Table 5).

Discussion
Main findings

In this study, familial clustering of positive, negative and depressive symptom dimensions was
examined in patient–relative sib-pairs, in healthy
sib-pairs OAF and in healthy control sib-pairs.
Given the inclusion of these three diﬀerent groups,
an attempt was made to elucidate possible diseaserelated factors. Interestingly, associations grew
weaker with more evidence of vulnerability for psychotic disorder as the strongest associations were
found in healthy control sib-pairs, the weakest in
patient–relative sib-pairs and intermediate strength
associations in sib-pairs of aﬀected families.
Evidence for shared aetiology?

Overall, the associations between symptom dimensions were small in patient–relative sib-pairs. This
is consistent with evidence from previous research

where small associations were revealed (7, 8, 15).
In addition, no speciﬁc pattern of clustering was
found for positive, negative and depressive symptoms in patient–relative sib-pairs. This ﬁnding is
inconsistent with one previous study where
positive and negative symptoms in the patients
predicted corresponding schizotypal symptoms in
non-psychotic relatives (6). However, even Fanous
and colleagues (6) found a number of cross-symptom dimension associations in addition to the
within-symptom dimension associations. These
ﬁndings suggest that familial factors contribute to
the vulnerability to develop psychotic symptoms in
general, rather than directly inﬂuencing which speciﬁc symptoms arise. Moreover, small familial
associations in patient–relative sib-pairs and
healthy sib-pairs OAF compared with moderate
familial associations in healthy control sib-pairs
demonstrate the inﬂuence of disease and disease
vulnerability. The low familial associations in the
sib-pairs OAF were not merely the result of overall
low scores in this group, as their scores on all three
CAPE dimensions did not signiﬁcantly diﬀer from
the CAPE scores of healthy control sib-pairs.
Familial clustering and influence of disease-specific factors

Disease-related genetic or environmental inﬂuences may explain why symptom scores are less
strongly associated in patient–relative sib-pairs.
Results correspond with a previous study, in
which the heritability was calculated for working
memory, executive functioning and episodic
memory; higher estimates were found in control
sibling pairs compared with patient–sibling pairs
(9). Similarly, signiﬁcant positive associations for
negative symptoms were found in control sibling
pairs but not in patient–sibling pairs (15). These
results suggest that heritability and familial clustering is decreased in the presence of the disease
and liability to disease. This could be explained
in several ways. Psychotic symptoms in the
49
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1, 0.13

b (w), b (b)

b (w), b (b)

1, 0.33***
0.46***, 0.07

Negative schizotypy

1, 0.18*
0.76***, 0.21*

1, 0.27**
0.43***, 0.19*
0.55***, 0.12
SIS-R sib1
Positive schizotypy
1, 0.12

b (w), b (b)

b (w), b (b)

b (w), b (b)

Depressive symptoms

CAPE sib1
N = 271 sibs for within analyses†
N = 136 sib-pairs for between analyses
Positive symptoms
Negative symptoms

SIS-R sib2
Positive schizotypy
Negative schizotypy

CAPE sib2
Positive symptoms
Negative symptoms
Depressive symptoms

After controlling for confounders
gender, ethnicity, education,
and age in sib2

b (w), standardized regression coefficient representing the magnitude of the within-person association on the different subscales of the CAPE/SIS-R.
b (b), standardized regression coefficient representing the magnitude of the between-person association on the different subscales of the CAPE/SIS-R.
*P < 0.05.
**P < 0.01.
***P < 0.001.
†The number of subjects for within- and between analyses is not equal due to missing values on confounders in one subject.

SIS-R sib2
Positive schizotypy
Negative schizotypy

CAPE sib2
Positive symptoms
Negative symptoms
Depressive symptoms

After controlling for confounders
gender, ethnicity, education,
and age in sib2

Sib–sib analyses in healthy siblings of affected families

Table 4. Sib–sib analyses in healthy sib-pairs of affected families (left side of table), and in healthy control sib-pairs (right side of table)

1, 0.55***
0.52***, 0.52***

b (w), b (b)

1, 0.52***
0.27**, 0.16
0.35***, 0.31*
SIS-R sib1
Positive schizotypy

1, 0.44**

Negative
schizotypy
b (w), b (b)

1, 0.41**
0.65***, 0.35**

1, 0.34*

CAPE sib1
N = 115 controls for within analyses†
N = 58 healthy control sib-pairs for between analyses
Positive symptoms
Negative
Depressive symptoms
symptoms
b (w), b (b)
b (w), b (b)
b (w), b (b)

Sib–sib analyses in healthy controls
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Table 5. Regression analyses testing whether the familial associations were significantly smaller in patient–relative sib-pairs and healthy sib-pairs OAF compared
with healthy control sib-pairs

SIB 1
CAPE
Capepos
Capepos
Capepos
Capeneg
Capeneg
Capedep
SIS-R
SIS-Rpos
SIS-Rpos
SIS-Rneg

SIB 2

Capepos
Capeneg
Capedep
Capeneg
Capedep
Capedep
SIS-Rpos
SIS-Rneg
SIS-Rneg

Patient–relative sib-pairs vs.
healthy control sib-pairs

Healthy sib-pairs OAF vs.
healthy control sib-pairs

b†
0.41
0.01
0.21
0.26
0.21
0.18

b‡
0.25
0.06
0.18
0.24
0.13
0.17

95% CI
0.67 to 0.15**
0.26 to 0.27
0.47 to 0.06
0.53 to 0.0003*
0.48 to 0.05
0.45 to 0.08

0.24
0.20
0.30

95% CI
0.54 to 0.03^
0.25 to 0.37
0.49 to 0.13
0.54 to 0.07
0.43 to 0.18
0.48 to 0.14
0.53 to 0.05
0.51 to 0.10
0.61 to 0.01^^

Capepos, positive symptom score on the CAPE (Community Assessment of Psychic
Experiences); Capeneg, negative symptom score on the CAPE; Capedep, depressive
symptom score on the CAPE; SIS-Rpos, positive schizotypy measured with the SISR (Structured Interview for Schizotypy-Revised); SIS-Rneg, negative schizotypy; b,
standardized regression coefficient representing the between group difference in
the familial association between the different subscale scores of the CAPE/SIS-R;
CI, Confidence Interval.
^P = 0.09.
^^P = 0.06.
*P = 0.05.
**P < 0.01.
†Multilevel analyses controlled for clustering at the family level, and for gender,
education, ethnicity and age in sib 1.
‡Analyses controlled for gender, education, ethnicity and age in sib1.

patients may arise under the inﬂuence of unique
environmental factors (for a review see: (26))
such as childhood trauma (27–29) and cannabis
use (30, 31). In addition, epigenetic changes as a
result of such environmental risk factors, and
disease-speciﬁc de novo mutations may contribute
to the development of symptoms in patients (32–
34). Alternatively, it could be hypothesized that
protective factors prevent the unaﬀected sibling
from developing schizophrenia. That is, the
healthy sibling may have protective variants of
schizophrenia-related genes or may have been
exposed to environmental factors that protect
against expression of illness given the presence
of vulnerability. This is illustrated by ﬁndings
from an explorative study by Glatt and colleagues who found changes in some genes in
peripheral blood in non-psychotic siblings but
not in their aﬀected siblings nor in healthy comparison subjects (35).
Thus, disease-related factors in the patient and
protective factors in the unaﬀected sibling may
contribute to small familial associations in the
patient–relative sib-pairs. At the same time, the
absence of these disease-related factors in healthy
controls may explain why familial associations
were greater for these pairs. Consequently, it could
be hypothesized that familial associations are also

greater in patient–patient sib-pairs as they share
disease-speciﬁc inﬂuences such as medication use.
Hence, a previous study has shown within-symptom associations in patient–patient sib-pairs (36).
Unfortunately, in the GROUP sample, only 37
patient–patient sib-pairs were included. Because of
missing data on the CAPE in some, and missing
values on some of the illness-related confounders,
only 22 pairs remained for the cross-sibling analyses. Explorative post hoc analysis of this small sample did not suggest large associations (none of
them were signiﬁcant, with a mean eﬀect size of
0.08 for positive symptoms, 0.01 for negative
symptoms and 0.23 for depressive symptoms).
Strengths and weaknesses

One of the strengths of this study is the inclusion
of healthy control sib-pairs. These controls are not
inﬂuenced by genetic or environmental diseaserelated factors. Owing to the inclusion of these
controls, it was possible to measure familial clustering in a healthy population and a comparison
could be made with healthy siblings from schizophrenia patients.
Another strength of the current study is the
inclusion of healthy sib-pairs OAF, which, to the
best of our knowledge, is the ﬁrst to include such
sib-pairs. Investigating these unaﬀected pairs with
genetic vulnerability for the illness allows for the
exploration of symptom associations without
treatment-speciﬁc inﬂuences such as medication
use. Nevertheless, these unaﬀected sib-pairs
formed part of a family where at least one person
developed schizophrenia and therefore diseaserelated factors are still of inﬂuence, which likely
contributes to the relatively small sib–sib familial
associations.
A possible limitation may be that of the healthy
siblings in aﬀected families who took part in the
study, those with the lowest level of expression of
schizotypy participated, whereas those with higher
levels did not, or vice versa. The former selection
could have contributed to the small number of
associations observed between patients and siblings.
Another possible limitation may be that some
siblings of schizophrenia patients could have used
a defensive method of answering. Although diﬃcult to measure objectively, it has been hypothesized that questionnaires with overt psychotic-like
contents are more vulnerable to a defensive
response style in the relatives of schizophrenia
patients (37). Both CAPE positive and negative
symptom scores and SIS-R positive schizotypy
scores did not diﬀer between healthy siblings of
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patients compared with controls. As these symptoms were expected to be higher in siblings of
schizophrenia patients because of familial vulnerability for psychotic symptoms, this suggests that
defensive answering in some siblings could have
lowered associations in healthy sib-pairs OAF.
Furthermore, given the symptomatic and genetic
overlap between schizophrenia and bipolar disorder, including siblings OAF with a diagnosis of
bipolar disorder (N = 5 in the patient–relative sibpair analyses, and N = 1 in the healthy sib-pairs
OAF analyses) may have inﬂuenced the results on
familial associations. However, repeating the analyses after excluding these participants did not
change the results.
Finally, the sample was not balanced in terms of
statistical power for the diﬀerent comparisons, as
the number of patient–relative sib-pairs was much
higher than in the other two groups. Therefore,
interpretation of results was driven by size of
the associations, and not only on statistical
signiﬁcance.
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